Abstract.
Introduction
The main purpose of this work is to establish local unique continuation theorems for second order (strictly) hyperbolic operators with smooth coefficients. Thus, we shall work with hyperbolic differential operators (1.1) P(x,D)= ¿ gJk(x)DjDk + J2bj(x)Dj j,k=\ 7=1 whose coefficients are in C°°(X), where X is a connected open subset of R" with n > 3 . As usual D = i~x(d/dxx, ... , d/dxn). At the end of the paper we shall also consider the case where « = 2, and we shall also prove a uniqueness theorem for higher order hyperbolic differential operators which involves a convexity assumption on the characteristic varieties of the principal symbol.
In the elliptic case we showed [6] that if
where V e L"¿c (X), then u must vanish identically if it vanishes in a nonempty open subset of X, which generalized earlier results of Jerison and Kenig [3] . It is well known that nothing as strong can hold in the hyperbolic setting. We shall show that there is always unique continuation across "space-like" surfaces to solutions of ( 1.2) involving potentials V as in the elliptic unique continuation theorem.
To state this result more precisely, we first need to recall the definition of the normal set N(F) c T*X\0 of a closed subset F c X. N(F) is the set of all (xo, £o), where xo e F, 0 ^ £0 e R" , and W(x) < *P(x0) when x0 e F, for some real C°° function satisfying dxV(xo) = ±£0 • In addition, we must define the notion of "time-like" directions. Let n p{x,t)= Y, SJk(xMk j,k=\ denote the principal symbol of P(x, D). Then, following [2, Chapter 28], we shall let X = {(x, N) e T*X\0 :p(x,Ç + TN) has a double root t ( " ' with { + tA ¿ 0 for some í e R"}.
It is easy to see that X is closed and conic. In the case of the usual constant coefficient wave operator on R" , X would just be the set of all (x, N), where A does not belong to the (open) forward or backward light cone. Therefore, we shall call (x, N) e T*X\0 a time-like vector if (x, N) fi X. Also a smooth surface is called space-like if all of its normal vectors are time-like. We can finally state our main result. Theorem 1.1. Suppose that Dau e L120C(Ar), |a| < 1, and that u satisfies the differential inequality (1.2) with V e L"£(X), where « > 3 ¿s the dimension.
It then follows that A(suppw) c X, where X is defined by (1.3).
Thus there is always unique continuation across space-like surfaces. Another consequence is that there is uniqueness in the Cauchy problem involving P(x, D) + V, when the initial surface is space-like.
In the special case where the potential is locally bounded, this result is a special case of the Calderón uniqueness theorem (see [2, Vol. IV, p. 221]), and in fact one can assume that the coefficients are merely Lipschitz of order one. On the other hand, little seems to be known for unbounded potentials. The only previous work seems to be due to Kenig, Ruiz, and the author [4] . In this paper a unique continuation theorem was proved for constant coefficient operators when both V and u satisfy certain global integrability conditions. On the other hand, if these global assumptions are fulfilled, it was shown that there is unique continuation across any hyperplane. In addition, there was a unique continuation theorem involving only local integrability assumptions on u and V, but one had to assume that the differential inequality (1.2) held in a light cone, rather than a relatively compact set.
Let us now discuss why the unique continuation theorem for all hyperplanes cannot be true in the present local setting. The counterexamples involve the constant coefficient wave operator P(D) = D2 -Yf]=2 ^j ■ First of all, a classical example (see [2, Theorem 8.6.7] ) shows that one can have C°° solutions to P(D)u -0 whose support is a half-space with characteristic boundary. Furthermore, an example of P. Cohen (see [2, Theorem 13.6 .1]) shows that there is an a(x) e C°° so that [P(D) + (a(x), V)]w = 0 has a solution having support equal to a noncharacteristic half-space whose normal is not time-like. In other words, there is not unique continuation across noncharacteristic surfaces that are not space-like. To summarize, the conclusion that A(supp u) c X cannot be replaced by a stronger one where X is replaced by a smaller set. Then if X > 0 is sufficiently large (1.5) We-^vW^KCWe-^PvWu whenever v £ C[f is supported in a small neighborhood / o/O. Here p = 2n/(n + 2) and p' is the conjugate exponent p' = 2n/(n -2), which means that
These Carleman estimates are analogous to the ones in the elliptic case [6] . However, when P(x, D) is elliptic, zZ\a\<xXx+xl"'^\\e'XwDau\\Lp is also controlled by the right-hand side of (1.5) (if gjk is close to a constant matrix). On the other hand, for hyperbolic operators it seems doubtful that one can have the same estimates for Dau, \a\ = 1, and p as above. This explains why we are assuming that the lower order terms in (1.1) are smooth.
If one replaces v by e~*wv in (1.5), then one sees that it suffices to make estimates for the conjugated operators (1.6) Px = e-lwPeXw.
The proof of these estimates will involve two main steps. First one constructs a parametrix for Px by adapting the arguments in [6] for the elliptic case. The parametrix is a Fourier integral operator with singular symbol whose kernel is (microlocally) of the form
The phase function <P is real and parametrizes the trivial canonical relation, while a is a standard (compound) symbol of order zero. One constructs O from an eikonal equation involving £x ± JJ2j k>x gJk(x)ÇjÇk , and then a is constructed from a transport equation which has the same form as the one occurring in the construction of parametrices for the Cauchy problem. Having constructed the parametrix, the next step involves estimating the IP -► Lp' and LP' -> Lpl mapping properties of the parametrix and the associated remainder.
In the arguments for the elliptic and parabolic case [6, 7] this involved techniques that were first used for the restriction theorem and spherical summation theorems in Fourier analysis. In the present setting, though, we shall be able to argue more directly, using estimates for nondegenerate Fourier integral operators. The LP -> LP' estimates we shall use are due to Brenner [1] , while the LP -► Lpl estimates are recent results of Seeger, Stein, and the author [5] .
During the preparation of this article we learned that B. Barcelo and A. Ruiz have announced similar results for second order operators.
It is a pleasure to thank A. Seeger and E. M. Stein. Our collaboration greatly influenced this work. Notice that the symbol of Px is
As before, p(x,Q is the principal symbol of P. The last two terms in the right-hand side of (2.5) are junk terms and will only contribute to the remainder. Unlike [6, 7] , the first-order term £ bj(x)£j is important, and it will play a role in the transport equations to follow.
The first step is to notice that it is easy to invert Px in certain regions of T*X. To be more specific, let Y denote the "light cones":
Y={(x,QeT*X:p(x,Q = 0}.
We then let To be the integral operator with kernel For similar arguments see [6] .
On account of this we must construct operators Tx and T?i satisfying estimates as in (2.3) The phase function <P will be constructed from eikonal equations similar to those occurring in parametrix constructions for the Cauchy problem for P. O will be real and it will parameterize the trivial relation, i.e., <90/<9£ = 0 & x = y and d®/dx = -d®/dy = £ when x = y.
Thus, we shall require that
Once O is chosen, a will be constructed from a transport equation involving O that is identical to the ones in Cauchy problems. The Gaussian factor in (2.7) will play a crucial role in the estimates for Tx and especially Rx. As we shall see, it occurs because of the concavity of the Carleman weights w .
To construct Tx we shall first construct a right parametrix T* for the adjoint of Px . To motivate this construction notice that if we let 4>¿(x ,y,Ç) = í>(x, y, ¿;) + iX(xx -yx)2, where <I> is an unknown phase function, and if Q(x, D) equals P*(x, D) minus the zero order term, then
where, if a is a symbol of order zero, the junk terms have the property that, after dividing by X, they are in a bounded subset of symbols of order zero. We shall first construct <I> so that
is a symbol of order zero which equals one along the diagonal. Thus, the numerator cancels out the singularity coming from the denominator. Next, after O is chosen, we shall solve a transport equation so that the term inside the braces in (2.9) vanishes. We shall also require that a = 1 along the diagonal. Doing all of this will provide us with a right parametrix whose error term has favorable bounds, and we can then get (2.7) by taking adjoints.
Phase function construction. The first step is to notice that we have the factorization (2.10) p(x, Ç + iXw') = ({, -q(x,?) + ttto')(ii + q(x, ?) + iXw').
Here q is the first-order symbol which is elliptic in £' = (&>••• »{«) and is given by </(*,£')=./£ gHxKAk.
Vj,k>\
Based on this factorization, we see that it might be well to construct O differently in the two regions supp px(~\{Ç:Çi > 0} and supp px n {£, : £i < 0} . If we are in the forward region, where £i > 0, then the first factor is the nonelliptic one. Hence, as we just pointed out, we should try to find <f>x so that (2.11) d<¡>x/dxx -q(x, d^x/dx') + iXw'(x) = <?, -q(y, £') + iXw'(y).
As we shall see, we can find a phase function <I>(x, y, c¡) satisfying (2.10) on supp px so that, if we put (2.12) <t>x = ® + iX(xx-yx)2, then (2.11) holds.
The first step in constructing O is to "freeze" xx = yx and then find a phase function (f> involving one less variable satisfying (2.13) q(yx,x',d<p/dx') = q(y,0, (2.14) <l> = (x'-y',0 + 0(\x'-y'\2\Z'\).
To do this we recall that (for x' close to y') there is a unique phase function <j) satisfying (2.13) together with the initial condition that 0 = 0 when (x' -y', Ç') = 0, and d<f)/dx' = £,' when x' = y'. This condition clearly implies the other requirement (2.14).
Having constructed tj> we would like to find a phase function y/(x, y, Ç) satisfying (2.15) V = (xx -ViK, +0(|xi -y,|2£i) on supp ¿^ n {£ : £, > 0}, so that if we take <I> = </> + y/ , then (2.11') d9/dxi -q(x,d<S>/dx') = Í, -q(y, ?).
Once again, there is a unique solution y/ to (2.11') near the diagonal if, this time, we impose the initial condition that ^ = 0 when x" = y" and dyi/dx = (£i, 0, ... , 0) when x -y. Since ¿;i « \c¡'\ on supp/^ n {Ç : £,x > 0}, one easily checks that y/ is as in (2.15).
Since O clearly satisfies (2.10), and since one sees that 0¿ in (2.12) satisfies (2.11), this concludes the construction in the region where £1 > 0.
To construct <ï>^ in the other region, we use the other factor in (2.10). Thus, we wish to have <&x as above, except we require that it solves the equation dOx/dxi + q(x, d<l>x/dx') + iXw'(x) = ft + q(y, £') + iXw'(y).
To do this we use the same phase function <p as above, but we require that y/ satisfy the analogues of (2.15) and (2.11') in the backward region, where in (2.11') the minuses are replaced by pluses. If one then lets <P¿ = <f> + y/ + iX(xx -yx )2, then O^ has the desired properties on supp px n {£ : £1 < 0}.
Transport equation. Now that i> has been chosen we would like to find a so that the second term in (2.9) is zero:
Also, we shall need that a is of order zero and (2.17) a(x, y, Ç) = I when x = y.
Notice that (2.16) is a linear differential equation whose coefficients are homogeneous of degree one in £. Thus, since 12gjk(x) §f--^-is a nondegenerate real vector field and since gxx = 1, we conclude that there is a unique a which is homogeneous of degree zero in £, satisfying (2.16) and the condition that a = 1 when xx = yx, which is stronger than (2.17).
Having chosen 3> and a, let us now compute Px*(x, D)T*. The kernel of this operator equals (2n)~" times ,it> P*(x,D) '-"*-"* J'&'Qpiy.Z a*)« p(y, £, + iXw') (2.18) ='-^-*? j M.^x;™ïl^w')*»di
The symbol ax can be computed explicitly. By (2.16), it must be (2.19) ax= ¡hx + Y^DjbjW] a+ 2X(xi -yx)da/dxx, since J2Djbj(x) is the zero order term of P*(x, D). Thus, as we said before, X~ ' ax is in a bounded subset of symbols of order zero. Next, we claim that the first term in the right-hand side of (2.18) equals the adjoint of the first term in the right-hand side of (2.6) plus a negligible error. To see this we recall that <P and a were chosen so that ap(x, d<$>x/dx + iXw')
Px(x,0-p(y,£ + iXw') is a symbol of order zero equaling px(y, £) along the diagonal. Consequently, since Px(y, Ç) vanishes for |£| < cX, one can use (2.8) and a variation on the equivalence of the phase function theorem for pseudo-differential operators to see that the term under consideration equals (2n)-" je'<x-y^px(y,i)dc; + R 1,0-where T?ij0 sends LP' -► 7/ with norm 0(X x). Putting all of this together we see from taking adjoints that (2.6') TxPxV = (2n)'x JJe'^-y^px(x,i)v(y)didy + Rx,ov + RKXv,
where Rxx is the adjoint of the integral operator whose kernel is the last term in (2.18). We have just seen that Rx<o satisfies better estimates than are needed, so we shall be done if we can estimate Tx and Rx, i. Let us abuse notation a bit and write As before, it is understood that the norms are over JV involving functions supported in this set, where JV is a small neighborhood of the origin.
Estimating the parametrix
To prove (2.22)-(2.23) we need to use some sharp estimates for nondegenerate Fourier integral operators having canonical relations which are close to the trivial one. The U -► Lr' estimates are due to Brenner [1] , while the U -» U ones are due to Seeger, Stein, and the author [5] . .23) we shall now use an argument of Strichartz [8] . Let us start by estimating Tx. We have to handle the forward region {£ : £1 > 0} and the backward region {¿; : £1 < 0} differently. So let pf denote the restriction of px(x, £,) to the forward region, and Tf the associated operator. Since Px(x, ¿;) was chosen to vanish for |£| < cX and ¡t, outside of a small conic neighborhood of the light cones, it is clear that p\ is still a symbol of order zero. Using (2.10) we see that the kernel of Tx+ is
Let us fix xx and yi in this kernel, and consider the LP(R"~X) -» Lp'(R"~x) operator norm of the resulting integral operator, which we denote by T+ . Recall that O = 4>+y/, where <f> is a phase function on R"_1 satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1 and y/ satisfies V = (xx -yx)ix + 0(\xx -yx\2\Çx\) on supppx . In particular, if |jc| + |y| is small enough, dy//dÇx = 0 <& xx -yx . Using this fact, one sees that f°° a(x, y, Qe'vix-y'® {2n)~n I«,
\Z'\ where a is a symbol of order zero vanishing for |<¡;'| < cX, some c > 0. Thus, if as before x' = (x2, ... , x"), we have (f+g)(x') = e-X{x>-y,)2 [ ei[^x''y'<t')+(*-yiMx-(')la(x, y, OlfT1 S(y')dy'.
JR»-1
We can apply inequality (3.2) for d = n -1 to estimate this operator since Notice that so far we have not used the rapid decay of the kernels in the (•*i -yi) direction. To prove (2.22) we shall need to do this. Recall that Rxx « XTX. Thus, if T?| ¡ is the forward remainder operator, and if T?| , is the integral operator obtained from fixing the first variables, we can repeat the above argument, but this time using (3.1), to see that
However, since
/oo e-^\xi\l-2'Hdxi = const-X~x'" , ■CX) one can use Young's inequality and the last estimate to get \\RÍif\\is'(*")ícx~i/n\\f\\is'(*»y This finishes the proof, since the same argument proves this estimate for R\~ ,. To prove this result we must show that when P is as in (1.1'),
Results in two dimensions
under the same assumptions as in (1.5). It seems unlikely that this inequality can hold for p = 1, since even the elliptic part of the parametrix for Px cannot be bounded from L1 -> L°° due to the fact that its kernel has a logarithmic singularity along the diagonal. Nonetheless it is an easy matter to check that the proof of Theorem 1.2 yields (4.1). One first observes that the elliptic part of the parametrix, T0, sends Lp -* Lp' for any 1 < p < 2 . This is because To is a pseudo-differential operator of order -2 . The argument for the nonelliptic part of the parametrix also follows from similar arguments. In the relevant case of d -1, Lemma 3.1 becomes much simpler since it is just a theorem about singular integrals in R.
Inequality (3.1) still holds for d = 1, but (3.2) is only true for r > 1.
Uniqueness theorems for higher order operators
The purpose of this section is to extend our results to include strictly hyperbolic differential operators. Thus let P(x, D) be a differential operator of order m with smooth coefficients and a real principal symbol. For a given x , P is said to be strictly hyperbolic in the direction A £ R"\0 if the wth order polynomial t -> p(x, tN+Ç) has m distinct real roots Xj(£,) for any t, £ R"\0 satisfying (£, A) = 0. Let 77 c T*X\0 denote the set of strictly hyperbolic directions. Clearly H is open. Our unique continuation theorem will involve the compliment of a smaller open set 77c. We shall say that (x, A) € 77 is in 77c if d^Xj(Ç) always has rank « -2 for any £ e R"\0 with (£, A) = 0, where the Hessian is taken in this subspace. Using the change of variables formula for the principal symbol of a differential operator one sees that the condition (jc , A) 6 77c is well defined since it does not depend on a particular choice of coordinates. If Xc denotes the compliment of the "(strictly) convex hyperbolic directions" 77e, our result is the following. Thus, by arguing as before, we conclude that (5.8) must hold as well.
The proof of the Carleman inequalities for cases (2) and (3) follows from easy modifications of this argument which are similar to those in the previous section.
